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To overcome such shortcomings of keyword-based systems on the large text database as low efficiency and recall of searching, this paper proposes a novel
concept semantic space to describe the large scale of text database efficiently. The proposed concept semantic space describes the text database from
multiple semantic granularities (i.e. keyword, concept, etc.) and multiple semantic dimensions (i.e. association relations, similar relations, etc.), which
provides a macroscopic and dynamic view of the text database. With the support of concept semantic space, some novel systems can be constructed on the
text database to provide novel, efficient and flexible services. In this paper, take association relation for example, the main steps of building such a concept
semantic space on text database are discussed in detail. In the end, both the experimental results and a prototype system, named as Knowle, show that the
proposed concept semantic space is efficient in organizing the text database.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most of current web applications work on keywords or relations
among keywords. For example, Google provides searching ser-
vice based on keywords matching; some systems recommend
objects based on the association rules among keywords. Much
work has focused on mining keywords and their relations [4, 5,
14, 15]. The main shortcomings of keyword-based systems are
as follows.

1) Low efficiency. Keyword matching-based systems need to
hold entire keywords of each text to keep its high precision,
which makes the system store and process a large scale of
data.

2) Low recall ratio. Keyword belongs to the low semantic level
and is used to provide exact matching. When keywords of
synonym or hyponymy are used to search, the keyword-
based system may not return the expected results to the
searcher. Although semantic dictionary can be used to sup-
port searching by keywords of synonym or hyponymy, the
shortcomings of semantic dictionary, such as slowly updat-
ing, limitation of keywords in dictionary, and so on, reduce
the recall ratio.

∗Corresponding author: Wei Wu E-mail: weiwu@sit.edu.cn

Compared with a keyword, a concept [12, 16] has a bigger se-
mantic granularity and holds more semantic information, which
is used in ontology construction, text semantic representation, se-
mantic annotation, semantic search, etc., in order to improve the
efficiency of text semantic processing. Concept-based system
removes the above shortcomings of keyword-based system. At
the same time, concept-based system also has its own shortcom-
ings. For example, concept-based searching will return more
results than keyword-based searching, which reduces its pre-
cision. Therefore, to a large text database such as webpages, a
multi-layers semantic description which considers both keyword
level and concept level could support its applications with high
precision and recall.

How to build an efficient semantic description of a large text
database is a key issue to be solved for all kinds of semantic
services on the text database. To solve the problem, this paper
proposes a concept semantic space to describe a large scale of text
database to support efficient and flexible service on the database.

Concept space is the semantic organization model of concepts,
which haven’t had a uniform definition until now. Different def-
initions are proposed to fit the special research purposes and
application scenarios [1, 9, 17]. In [9], concept space is formed
by concepts and the semantic relation network of concepts. In
[1], concept space is concepts and the semantic relations among
concepts, among which concept is extracted and clustered from
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keywords of text several rounds. In the above definitions, con-
cept space is used as a container to save concepts and the semantic
relations among them, which is a static space and cannot make
an automatic evaluation.

In a large text database like the Web, the texts change fre-
quently, which leads to the semantic activities of concepts, such
as, the appearance of new concepts, the disappearance of old
concepts, the semantic changing of current concept, etc. The
above concept space cannot describe the above semantic chang-
ing of dynamic large text database efficiently. To overcome the
shortcomings of the current concept space, the proposed concept
space in this paper is not only the container of concepts and their
semantic relations but also the space of all kinds of semantic
activities.

The proposed concept sematic space of large text database
should have the following features in order to meet the require-
ments as discussed above.

1) Multiple semantic granularities. The concept space should
describe the text database from multiple semantic levels,
such as keyword, concept, and so on, in order to support
services at different semantic levels.

2) Multiple semantic dimensions. The concept space should
hold different kinds of semantic relations, such as associa-
tion relations, similar relations and so on, in order to support
services of different types of semantics.

3) Dynamic. The concept space should change dynami-
cally and automatically according to the changing of text
database in order to support the service based on concept
analysis.

4) Macroscopic view. The concept space should provide a
global view of the text database in order to support the
service based on global analysis of the database.

The main work of this paper is to propose such a concept space to
fit the above features and the method to build the concept space
on a large text database.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
some related work is discussed. In section 3, the textual concept
semantic space is defined and the main steps of building a concept
semantic space are discussed. Section 4 discusses how to build
the semantic link network of keywords for concept semantic
space. Section 5 discusses how to extract concepts from semantic
link network of keywords. In section 6, some experiments are
shown to evaluate the proposed method. Finally, the conclusion
is reached in section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Concept

The definitions of concept in philosophy, linguistics, logic, psy-
chology, cognitive informatics, software engineering and knowl-
edge engineering are not all the same [20] Philosophically, con-
cept is the basic unit of thinking. In artificial intelligence, con-
cept is used to model the knowledge of human. In linguistics,
concept is a noun or noun phrase as the subject of to-be structure

[13] In cognitive informatics, concept is an abstract structure
with exact semantics of cognitive process, such as, thinking,
learning, and reasoning [21]. In the above domains, concept is
defined as the basic unit of thinking, learning and reasoning. A
concept has intension and extension, namely its meaning (at-
tribute words) and scope (example).

Facing the specific application area of the automatic semantic
processing on large text database, it is impossible and useless
to get all the intension and extension of a concept exactly, effi-
ciently, and automatically. It is enough to get limited attribute
keywords to describe a concept which could meet the practical
requirement. Therefore in this paper a concept is a keyword of
high semantic level, which can be described by several keywords
or concepts at low semantic level.

2.2 Semantic link network

Semantic link network is an efficient organization model of web
resources. In [6], a web resource space model is proposed based
on semantic link network. [8, 18, 19] use semantic link net-
work to organize web resources efficiently. [18] proposed the
construction method of association semantic link network. [8]
builds a multi-layer association link network of keywords.[19]
proposed the method to build the similar semantic link network
on a large scale of web resources.

In this paper, semantic link network is used as a basic tool to
organize objects at different levels of the concept space.

3. TEXTUAL CONCEPT SEMANTIC
SPACE

3.1 Definition of textual concept semantic
space

Based on the discussion in section 2.1, a concept fits the re-
quirement of processing a large scale of texts can be defined as
following.

Definition 1. Concept (C): Concept is the abstract description
of objects, which is formed by attributive keywords and the se-
mantic relations among attributive keywords and denoted as

C = 〈
P, RP

〉
=

〈
P = {tk|tk ∈ T , 0 ≤ k ≤ |T |},
RP = {(ti , tj , w)|ti , tj ∈ P,

1 ≤ i, j ≤ |P |, 0 ≤ w ≤ 1}

〉
, (1)

in which, T is the domain keywords list, P is the attribution set
of concept C which is formed by the keywords tk that belongs
to T . |T| is the length of T . RP is the set of semantic relations
in P, each semantic relation is described by a triad (ti , tj , w), in
which w denotes the strength of the relation between ti and tj .
|P| is the length of P.

A concept C is presented as a semantic link network, as the
example shown in Figure 1(a). Concepts belong to different
semantic levels. A concept may be the attributive words of the
concept of higher semantic level. At the same time, it can consist
of keywords or concepts of lower semantic level. This kind of
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Figure 1 Examples of concept and concept tree.

inclusion relations among concepts are shown as concept tree,
as the example shown in Figure 1(b).

Definition 2. Textual Concept Semantic Space (TCSS). TCSS
is an open system composed of text set, semantic link network
of keywords (keywords and the semantic relations among key-
words), and semantic link network of concepts (concepts and
the semantic relations among concepts), which is the space that
holds all kinds of semantic activities of concepts. TCSS is de-
noted as

T CSS =
〈
D, tSLN : (T , RT ), cSLN : (C, RC)

〉
, (2)

in which, D is the set of texts in the large scale text database,
tSLN is the semantic link network of keywords/terms1 which is
composed of the set of all keywords of texts, denoted as T, and
the set of semantic relations in T, denoted as RT ; cSLN is the
semantic link network of concepts which is composed of the set
of all concepts in the space, denoted as C, and the set of semantic
relations in C, denoted asRC . The structure of TCSS is shown
in Figure 2.

Defintion 3. Semantic Link Network of keywords (tSLN).
tSLN is a network composed of all keywords of texts and the
semantic relations among keywords, denoted as

tSLN = 〈
T , RT

〉
=

〈
T , RT = {(ti , tj , [wa, ws])|ti , tj ∈ T ,

1 ≤ i, j ≤ |T |, 0 ≤ wa, ws ≤ 1}
〉

, (3)

1Keyword means not only a single word but also phrase, in this paper both
single word and phrase are called as keywords.
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Figure 2 The structure of textual concept semantic space.

in which, T is the set of nodes in the network, each node denotes
a keyword; RT is the set of edges in the network, each edge
is described by a triad (ti , tj , [wa, ws])2, ti and tj are the two
nodes of the edge, wa denotes the weight of the association
relation between ti and tj , ws denotes the weight of the similarity
relation between ti and tj .

Definition 4. Semantic Link Network of Concepts (cSLN).
cSLN is a network composed of all concepts of texts and the
semantic relations among concepts, denoted as

cSLN = 〈
C, RC

〉
=

〈
C, RC = {(ci, cj , [wa, ws])|ci, cj ∈ C,

1 ≤ i, j ≤ |C|, 0 ≤ wa, ws ≤ 1}
〉

, (4)

in which, C is the set of nodes in the network, each node de-
notes a concept; RC is the set of edges in the network, each edge
is described by a triad (ci, cj , [wa, ws]), ci and cj are the two
nodes of the edge, wa denotes the weight of the association re-
lation between ci and cj , ws denotes the weight of the similarity
between ci and cj .

3.2 Construct TCSS

The construction of TCSS should be totally automatic to fit the
requirement of processing a large scale text database. According
to the definitions of TCSS, the procedure to build the TCSS is
as follows.

1) Build the semantic link network of keywords, which con-
sists of extracting keywords from texts, mining the semantic
relation among keywords, building the semantic link net-
work of keywords, and detecting the community in tSLN.
In this paper, we take the association relation for example
to discuss how to build tSLN, which is discussed in detail
in section 4.

2Although there may exist kinds of semantic relations among keywords, this
paper only considers two kinds of relations, association and similarity relations.
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2) Extract concepts from tSLN, which consists of detecting
concept words, selecting attributive words for concept, de-
scribing a concept. The details of extracting concepts are
discussed in section 5.

3) Build the semantic link network of concept, which is sim-
ilar to the process of building semantic link network of
keywords and isn’t discussed in detail in this paper.

Based on the analysis of the definition and construction process
of TCSS, the proposed TCSS has the feature expected in the
introduction.

1) Multiple semantic granularities. TCSS provides three se-
mantic granularities: text, keyword and concept.

2) Multiple semantic dimensions. TCSS provides two types
of semantic dimensions: association and similarity.

3) Dynamic. TCSS is open and texts from data source, like
the Web can enter the TCSS timely, which can bring about
changes at keyword level or concept level with the support
of automatic construction algorithms.

4) Macroscopic view. Both the semantic link network of con-
cepts and the network of keywords describe the set of text
from the globe view, which can be realized by some com-
plex network analysis method.

4. BUILD THE SEMANTIC LINK NET-
WORK OF KEYWORDS

4.1 Generate the node set of tSLN

Given a set of texts, namely the text database, denoted as

D = {d1, d2, ..., di, ..., dn}, (5)

in which, di denotes the ith text in D and is described by a set of
keywords

di = {twi1, twi2, . . . , twij , . . . , twis}, (6)

in which twij is the weight of the j th keywords in di . Then all
keywords of texts in D form the set of nodes, T , in the tSLN,
which can be gotten by the joint operation of all d .

T = d1 ∩ d2 ∩ · · · dn (7)

4.2 Generate the edge set of tSLN

The textual concept semantic space should hold all kinds of se-
mantic relations. Each kind of semantic relation has its own
features and mining methods. In this section, we take associa-
tion relation for example to discuss how to construct the semantic
link network of keywords.

When only association relation is considered, each edge in
tSLN denotes the association relation between a pair of key-
words. When each keyword is considered as an item and each
text is considered as a transaction, the association rules among
keywords can be mined by the current mining algorithms. Each
pair of association rule connects a pair of keywords, which can
be used as the initial edge of tSLN.

(1) The weight of Association Rule (WAR) Given a pair of
keywords < A, B >, if there exists an association rule from A to
B, denoted as ARAB , then WAR is equal to the weight of ARAB .
Otherwise, if there is no association rule from A to B, then WAR
is zero. WAR is defined as

WARAB =
{

weightAB, if ARAB exists

0, else
, (8)

in which, ARAB presents an association rule from A to B,
weightAB is the weight of ARAB .

(2) The contribution of association rule (CAR) Sometimes
the WAR of an association rule cannot reflect its real impor-
tance to the text database. To association rules with the same
WAR, some association rules are frequently used while others
are seldom used. Generally, an association rule which is fre-
quently used should be more important than those seldom be
used. We use the contribution of association rule, denoted as
ARC, to present the important degree of an association rule to
the text dataset, which is calculated by

CARAB = p/q, (9)

in which, p is the times that this association rule is used in the
text dataset, q is the total times that all association rules are used
in the text database.

(3) The association weight of a pair of keywords (kaw) The
final weight of association relation from keywords A to B is
influenced by the above two factors, which is calculated by

kawAB = α ∗ WARAB + β ∗ CARAB, (10)

in which, α + β = 1. α > β, which means CAR is more
important than WAR. In our dataset, we set α = 0.75 and β =
0.25 based on the experimental results.

4.3 Construct tSLN

According to the above analysis, it is easy and efficient to gener-
ate the nodes (keyword set) of tSLN and calculate the WARs of
edges. Because the text database is changing dynamically, the
value of pin equation (9) can be gotten by traversing the whole
text database. This step is quite complex. Supposing n texts, it
needs n2 steps to traverse each pair of texts in the text database.
Supposing there are s keywords in each text, it needs further s2

steps to check the association rules in a pair of texts. So it needs
total s2 × n2 steps to traverse all the keywords of all texts. For
example, a small application has 1000 texts and each text has 20
keywords, the basic computing in the method is 4 × 108. So it
is necessary to find a faster algorithm to construct tSLN.

From the above analysis, the effective method is to re-
duce the cycles of traversal. Here we give a small exam-
ple of text database. Supposing the database consists of
three texts {d1, d2, d3} and the keywords of each text are
{{k1, k2, k3}, {k1, k3}, {k2, k3}}. The association rules are
{k1 → k2, k2 → k3, k1 → k3}. Then the association rules are
used in the text database as following.
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Figure 3 An example of tSLN.

L =




d1{k1, k2, k3} d2{k2, k3} d3{k1, k3}

d1{k1, k2, k3}
k1 → k2,

k1 → k3,

k2 → k3

k1 → k2,

k1 → k3,

k2 → k3

k1 → k3,

k2 → k3

d2{k2, k3} k2 → k3 k2 → k3 k2 → k3

d3{k1, k3} k1 → k2,

k1 → k3
k1 → k2,

k1 → k3
k1 → k3




From L, the number of each AR is counted and listed as

K =




k1 : 2 k2 : 2 k3 : 3
k1 : 2 0 4 6
k2 : 2 4 0 6
k3 : 3 6 6 0


,

in which, the number after the keyword is Document Frequency
(DF). For example, k3 : 3 means the keyword k3 is used three
times in all texts. Based on the analysis on K , the used number
of an association rule is just equal to the product of the two
keywords’ DFs. For example, k1 → k3 is used six times, which
is also equal to2×3. 2 and 3 are the DFs of k1 and k3 respectively.

Based on the above example, tSLN construction method con-
sists of two steps. The first step is calculating DF. The second

Figure 4 An example of keyword community in tSLN.

step is to count the used time of each AR. The complexity of the
new method is analyzed as follows. Supposing the number of
association rules is q, the number of texts is still n, the number
of keywords of each text is still s, the total number of keywords
is w, and then the complexity of counting DF is O(w), the com-
plex of counting K is O(w2) . Then the final complexity is
O(w2). Compared withs2 × n2, w2 is much smaller because of
w � s × n.

Figure 3 shows an example of the tSLN of a sample text
database.

4.4 tSLN community

After analyzing the semantic link network of keywords, such
as association relation network, there exist communities in the
tSLN, which are the clustering of keywords based on association
relations. That is to say, the tSLN community is the set of key-
words which are related. An example tSLN community is shown
in Figure 4. After the analysis on the dataset, we notice that in
the community there exist one or more central words, which are
used to select concept words in the next section.

There are already many researches on the community structure
of complex network [2, 7, 10, 11]. Because tSLN is a typical
complex network, we can select some appreciated ones from
these methods to detect the communities in tSLN.

5. EXTRACT CONCEPTS FROM TSLN

5.1 Select concepts from tSLN

According to the distribution of communities in tSLN, each com-
munity has at least a central keyword. Compared with other key-
words in the same community, the central keyword has stronger
and more association relations with other keywords, which is
more suitable to act as a concept to denote the community.

How to identify the central keyword from a community in
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tSLN? After analyzing the graphic features of tSLN, it is more
appropriate to select the nodes whose degrees are bigger than the
average of all nodes’ degrees. Another factor to be considered is
the minimal degree of the concept node. Taking account of the
summary and abstract ability of a concept, we select five as the
minimal degree of a concept in our method. Based on the above
idea, we propose an algorithm for selecting concept from tSLN,
which is shown in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Select concepts from tSLN
-Input: tSLN (stored as a sparse matrix), m(the number
of keywords),miniDegree(the minimal degree to select
a concept)
-Output: C (concept set)
-Description: Select concepts from tSLN according to
the graphic features of tSLN.
AverageDegree = 0
Degrees[m]=[0,0,…,0]
foreachkawij in tSLN
{
++ AverageDegree;
++ Degrees[i]; // out degree
++ Degrees[j]; // in degree
}
AverageDegree = AverageDegree /m;
if (AverageDegree < miniDegree)
AverageDegree = miniDegree
for k = m-1 to 0
if (Degrees[k]< AverageDegree);
remove Degrees[k]
C = Degrees.
end

The complex of algorithm1 is O(h), where h is the number
of edges in tSLN, which means it is an efficient algorithm.

5.2 Select candidate attributive keyword set
for each concept

The next step is to select candidate attributive keywords to de-
scribe each concept. According to the graphic features of tSLN,
the neighbor nodes (keywords) of the concept node have strong
relations with the concept node than other nodes(keywords). Al-
though these nodes have strong relations with the concept node,
they may be not the most suitable ones to describe the concept.
In this step, we do not consider if a keyword is the best attributive
keyword to describe the concept, we just select the most relative
keywords as the candidate attributive keywords for a concept.
How to select the best ones from the candidate keywords will be
discussed in the following subsection.

In tSLN, the strength of semantic relation decreases with the
distance between a keyword and the concept node increase. Here
we select all the direct neighbor nodes and the two-order neigh-
bor nodes as the candidate attributive keyword set for the con-
cept.

The candidate attributive keyword set is denoted as

ckw = {
kw1, kw2, kw3, ..., kwt

}
, (11)

in which , each kw is an attributive keyword of the concept.
Some examples of candidate attributive keyword set are as

follows.

Virus={bird, chicken, Egypt, farm, flu, HIV, human, Indonesia,
outbreak, pandemic, poultry, strain}

Study={research, university, data, det, researcher, journal,
finding, brain, colleague, evidence, result, adult, team, exercise,
age, effect}

5.3 Select best attributive keywords to de-
scribe a concept

Generally, a concept is easier to be understood with the growth
of number of attributive keywords. However, more attributive
keywords mean more cost to deal with a concept. In the candidate
attributive keyword set of a concept, keywords are important to
the concept with different degrees. Therefore, it needs to filter
suitable ones from the candidate attributive keywords.

A concept can also be considered as an information system.
Here we take advantage of methods of Entropy and Mutual In-
formation to select the best keywords from candidate ones as
the final attributive keywords to describe the concept . Com-
pared with the terms of Information Theory, a concept C can
be considered as an information source and attributive keywords
can be considered as the signal sent by the information source.
As the keywords are statistically independent, the concept C is
a Zero-Memory Discrete Information Source. The probability
presentation of the concept C is[

C

p(c)

]
=

[
kw1 kw2 kw3 ... kwt

p(kw1) p(kw2) p(kw3) ... p(kwt )

]
,

(12)
in which, p(kwi) is the probability that the keyword kwi appears

in a text, and
t∑

i=1
p(kwi) = 1.

Definition 5: Probability of a single keyword, denoted as
p(kwi). For a given text set, the probability of a single key-
word kwi is its text frequency in text set, calculated by

p(kwi) = u/v (13)

in which v is the total of texts in the set, u is the number of texts
which include the keyword kwi .

Definition 6: Probability of keyword set, denoted as
p(kw1, ..., kwi), can be calculated as

p(kw1, kw2, ..., kwi) = u′/v (14)

in which u′ is the number of texts which include
kw1, kw2, ..., kwi . Meanwhile, v is the total number of texts
in the text set.

Definition 7: Self-information of a keyword, denoted as I (kwi).
Self-information of a keyword is a measure of the information
content generated by the outcome of keyword kwi , which can
be calculated by

I (kwi) = − log p(kwi) (15)
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Algorithm2: Generating the attributive keyword set for
a concept
-Input: ckw = {

kw1, kw2, kw3, ..., kwt

}
, T kw T kw is the text set.
ckw is the candidate keyword set.
-Output: C = {

kw1, kw2, kw3, ..., kwt ′
}

C is the concept represented by attributive keywords.
- Description: This algorithm select the most appro-
priate attributive keywords from ckw to describe the
concept C.
C = ∅
Calculate H(kwi) = p(kwi), i = 1..t

C = max(H(kwi)), i = 1..t

ckw = ckw - C
CalculateI (C; kwi)kwi ∈ ckw

kw = min(I (C; kwi))kwi ∈ ckw

C = C ∪ kw

ckw = ckw − kw

if �(H(C)) → 0 or I (C; kwi) = 0kwi ∈ ckw

goto step12
else goto step 5
end

according to the definition of self-information in Information
Theory.

Definition 8: Conditional self-information content of a key-
word, denoted asI (kwi+1|kw1,kw2, ...kwi). The conditional
self-information content of keyword is a measure of the informa-
tion content generated by the outcome of keyword kwi+1 on the
condition of the outcome of kw1 to kwi , which can be calculated
by

I (kwi+1|kw1,kw2, ..., kwi) = − log p(kwi+1|kw1, kw2, ..., kwi)

(16)

Definition 9: Entropy of concept, denoted as H(C). The math-
ematical expectation of self-information content kwi refers to
mean information content of concept C, which is also called as
Entropy of concept, can be calculated by

H(C) = −
t∑

i=1

p(kwi) log p(kwi) (17)

Definition 10: Mutual information between keyword and key-
word set, denoted as I (kwi+1; kw1, kw2, ..., kwi). Suppose
the keyword set has already owned i keywords, denoted as{

kw1, kw2, kw3, ..., kwi

}
, the mutual information

between the following keyword kwi+1 and existing keywords
can be calculated by

I (kwi+1; kw1, kw2, ..., kwi)

= I (kwi+1) − I (kwi+1|kw1, kw2, ..., kwi)
(18)

Based on the above equations (12)–(18), we propose an al-
gorithm for generating the attributive keyword set for a concept
based on its candidate attributive keyword set, as shown in Al-
gorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 first selects the core attributive keyword from the
candidate keyword set (step 1 to 3), then adds the other attributive

Table 1 Experimental dataset
Dataset1 Dataset2

domain Environment news
of Reuters

Health news of
Reuters

date of news 01/2009-12/2009 01/2009-12/2009
number of news 6445 2898
number of keywords 568 457

keywords one by one by considering the mutual information
between the keyword and the selected keyword set.

For an example ofAlgorithm2, in the testing dataset the candi-
date keyword set of concept ‘study’ is ckwStudy = {research, uni-
versity, data, det, researcher, journal, finding, brain, colleague,
evidence, result, adult, team, exercise, age, effect}. After the Al-
gorithm2 runs, the output of Concept ‘study’ is Cstudy = {study,
journal, result, researcher, university, colleague, team, exercise,
finding}.

6. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we use experiments to evaluate the most important
steps of constructing textual concept semantic space.

6.1 Dataset

The two datasets used in the experiments are shown in Table
1. Both are composed of news from Reuters during 01/2009-
12/2009. Each news page is described by 10 keywords. Totally,
dataset1 has 6445 news and 568 individual keywords; datase2
has 2898 news and 457 individual keywords.

6.2 Experimental process

The two datasets are processed by the proposed methods in this
paper as the following steps and the results are shown in Table
2.

1. Construct tSLN;

2. Detect tSLN communities; the numbers of communities are
shown in the first row of table 2.

3. Select concept words from tSLN; the numbers of concept
are shown in the second row of table 2.

4. Select candidate attributive keywords for each concept;
the average sizes of candidate attributive keyword sets are
shown in the third row of table 2.

5. Select final attributive keyword set for each concept; the
average sizes of the final attributive keyword sets are shown
in the fourth row of table 2.

6. Evaluate the final concept by Wordnet[3] and the accuracy
ratios are shown in the fifth row of table 2.

7. Evaluate the final concept by human, and the accuracy ratios
are shown in the last row of table 2.
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Table 2 Experimental results

Dataset1 Dataset2
number of tSLN commu-
nities

35 25

number of concepts 94 65
average size of candidate
attributive keyword set

14.4 15.4

average size of attributive
keyword set

7.52 8.34

accuracy ratio (evaluated
by WordNet)

42% 45%

accuracy ratio (evaluated
by human)

65% 62%

6.3 Analysis

(1) Evaluation by WordNet As to each concept and its at-
tributive keywords, the evaluation method is to search all the
keywords in WordNet. If half of the attributive keywords are in
the same sub-tree but lower than the concept. Thus, the concept
just passes the evaluation. Otherwise, the concept fails in the
evaluation.

As is shown in Table 2, the accuracy rates are 0.42 and 0.45
respectively, which are low. The main reason is that some key-
words are not included in the WordNet. Another reason is some
of the mined attributive keywords for a concept are cross. These
reasons show that the real accuracy ratio may be higher than
these ones.

(2) Evaluation by Human Considering the reason for the low
rate of evaluation by WordNet, we evaluate the results by human
beings by means of manual analysis. In fact, some concepts
failing in the evaluation of WordNet are considered as passing
the evaluation after the analysis. As a result, the accuracy ratio
increases obviously about 20 percentage points.

The accuracy of the proposed method still has much room to
increase. However, as automatic method, the proposed method
can work together with semantic dictionary, i.e. WordNet, which
can use advantages of both automatic method and human dictio-
nary.

6.4 A prototype system based on the textual
concept semantic space

The ‘Knowle’ system is a news retrieve system based on tex-
tual concept semantic space. In Knowle, the news webpages are
organized based on concept semantic space from four semantic
layers: webpages, keywords, concepts, topics. In each layer,
the semantic link network is used to organize the objects: web-
pages, keywords, concepts and topics, which supports Knowle to
provide the network based results. Knowle provides a concept-
based retrieve and the interface of Knowle is shown in Figure
5.

Figure 5 Knowle (A news retrieve system based on textual concept semantic
space).

7. CONCLUSION

Keyword-based systems on the large text database have such
shortcomings as low efficiency and recall of searching. Some
novel and efficient description model are expected to overcome
these shortcomings. This paper proposes a novel concept seman-
tic space to describe the large scale of text database efficiently.
The proposed concept semantic space describes the text database
from multiple semantic granularities (i.e. keyword, concept,
etc.) and multiple semantic dimensions (i.e. association rela-
tions, similar relations, etc.), which provides a macroscopic and
dynamic view of the text database. With the support of concept
semantic space, some novel systems can be constructed on the
text database to provide novel, efficient and flexible services.
Then this paper takes association relation for example to discuss
the main steps of constructing such a concept semantic space
on a text database. In the end, both the experimental results
and a prototype system, named as Knowle, show that the pro-
posed concept semantic space is efficient in organizing the text
database.

The future work of this paper is to analyze the basic features
and evolution rules of concept activities in the concept seman-
tic space in order to support more useful services on the text
database.
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